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2 March 1995 

MEMORANDUM FOR MCDONNELL OOOOLAS TRAINING SYSTEMS 
ATTENTION: HR. BILL JAKES 
P.O. BOX 516 M/c 106-4735 
ST. LOUIS NO 63166-0516 

r'N-OM: ASC/YWMG «;-17 ATS/"-019) 
Building 11 
2240 B Stre.t Suite 7 
wright-Pattereon AFB OH 45433-7111 

SUHJECT:. Life Cycle Coat (Lee) Modeling effort 

1. We would like to cClIII'I1end MDTS for developing' a ccmprehensiv. LeC tracking
and accounting model. We recognize that MOTS has expended a considerable 
amount of time and effort into .electing the be.t tools for the job.
Selecting the Automated co.t ••timating Integrated Tools (ACBlT) modeling 
1I0fLware for LCC. demonstrates that HOTS undent.anc.t. the c~lexit1•• of 
building an UOC management tool that is Clexible and useful both to HOTS Gnd 
to the government. 

2. It is obvious that HOTS haa put the appropriate amount of emphasis on this 
LeC effort. The methodologies used ill developing the para.tars of ACB!'!' are 
sound and verifiable--allcwing many types of -what if- analyse./exercise. to 
be run without altering the basic ACEIT modeling structure. 

3. We ~uld like to further extend our appreciation to all the HD'1'S personnel 
that played a role in ensuring the ACllT modules and auhmodules are populated
with the appr~priate level of detail to allow tracking and auditing cf the 
pragmatic inputD. Additionally, we would like to express a opecial than~ to 
Mr. JIlaymon4 Nacre for the time and energy that he hoe dedicated t.o the 
C-17 ATS LeC Program in building the algoritn.a used to interrelate the 
different work Breakdown Structure elements and sub-elements. It i. clear to 
us in ASC/YWMC that • tremendous amount of insight as well as foresight baa 
gone into developing this very unique modeling tool •. 
4. It is a pleasure to work with a contractor that baa t.his very noteworthy 
LeC modeling quality. 
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